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Your Planning Documents 

Client Name: File No. 2001.000 

Date of Signing: 

SMITH, JOHN & JANE 

January 14, 2021 

Health Care Proxies 1 Original in yellow backer for 

your file. 

2 attorney certified copies in blue backers 

–give to your agents and/or physician.

Disposition of Remains 

Appointments 

1 Original in yellow backer for 

your file. 

2 attorney certified copies in blue backers 

–give to your agents.

Powers of Attorney 1 Original in yellow backer for 

your file. 

2 attorney certified copies in blue backers 

–give to your agents. 

If not signed by agent: 
➢ Mail to agent?

Yes ❑ No ❑ You took to have executed   

Irrevocable Trust 2 attorney certified copies in blue 

backer 

Pierro, Connor & Strauss, LLC will keep 

the original trust until funding is 

complete, then return the original to the 

Trustee. 

➢ EIN/SS-4 1 copy for your file. 1 copy to your Trustee to keep. 

➢ Certification of

Trust

 attorney certified copy(ies) to 

use to fund your trust. 

1 to Trustee to keep or use to fund trust. 

➢ Funding

Memorandum

Original for your file. 1 copy should be given to your Trustee to 

keep. 

Assignment of Assets 1 copy for your file. 

Wills 1 copy for your file. Pierro, Connor & Strauss, LLC will keep 

original in Will safe unless otherwise 

directed by you. 

Deed & related transfer 

tax forms 

1 copy for your file. 
Pierro, Connor & Strauss, LLC will send 

original documents to be recorded. 

Once recorded, PCS will send original 

deed to you and update Schedule “A” of 

trust, if applicable. 
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Attorneys 

Louis W. Pierro 
Aaron E. Connor 
Peter J. Strauss 
Caryn B. Keppler

Frank E. Hemming, III 
Anthony K. Khatchoui 

Stefan Dunkelgrun^ 
Michael Gadomski

^Also admitted in MA, ND 

Special Counsel 
Lorese Phillips

Harvey Schneider 

Of Counsel Attorneys 

Robert P. Mascali^ 
Theresa M. Skaine 

^  Also admitted in MA 

Affiliate Offices 

Utica, NY  DiGiorgio 
Law Firm 

 

Garden City 
& Ronkonkoma, NY 
McDermott, Pierro, 
& Mandery, LLP 

Of Counsel Firms 

Falmouth, MA 
Bourget Law Group, 

LLC 

Lake Placid, NY 
Flink Maswick Law, 

PLLC 

Fort Lee, NJ 
Jiah Kim & Associates, 

P.C.

Clearwater, FL 
Richard L. Pearse, Jr., 

P.A. 

January 14, 2021 

Mr. John Smith 

Mrs. Jane Smith 

1 Main Street 

Albany, NY 12201 

Re: Summary and Funding of Your Medicaid Asset Protection Trust 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Smith: 

This letter will describe how your Irrevocable Trust will operate. It sets forth the various 

steps necessary to “fund” your Trust and to carry out the use of the Trust for Medicaid 

planning purposes. It is critical that the procedures discussed in this letter are followed 

precisely so that the planning objectives desired in establishing your Trust will be 

accomplished. Failure to follow these instructions may result in adverse Medicaid and 

tax consequences. 

Among other things, we will (1) describe what actions you must take to transfer assets 

into the Trust, and (2) discuss some of the things you need to know and be thinking 

about in the future, to ensure the proper administration of the Trust in a manner that will 

ensure the protection of the Trust assets in the event either of you requires long term 

care. 

As you are aware, income generated from the assets that you transfer to the Trust 

is payable to the two of you during your lifetimes, in the discretion of your Trustee. 

During this time, it is anticipated that the Trust will run smoothly and that your Trustee 

will have few legal problems in the administration of the Trust. In order to help 

accomplish the long-range objectives for which the Trust was created, however, it is 

necessary that administration of the Trust be consistent with the rules set forth in the 

Trust instrument and the tax laws related to trusts. 

The first step in implementing the Trust is for you to transfer your assets into the Trust. 

YOUR TRUST IS EFFECTIVE ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT IT IS 

FUNDED. The Trustee collects the income and, in the Trustee’s discretion, pays it to 

the income beneficiaries—initially the two of you. Under no circumstances may trust 

principal be paid to either of you, as Grantors. This is necessary to ensure that the assets 

http://www.pierrolaw.com/
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in your Trust remain protected in the event either of you require long term care and wish to qualify for 

government benefits to assist you in paying for such care. 

As you can see, while you are living, the assets that you fund into the Trust will be administered for the 

Trust beneficiaries according to your instructions in the Trust. Then, upon your death, the remaining assets 

will be distributed to the remainder beneficiaries by means of the provisions of the Trust. 

I. WHAT IS A “MEDICAID ASSET PROTECTION TRUST”?

Although we discussed your Trust in detail and you now understand the basics of how an irrevocable trust 

operates, this summary explanation will likely be helpful when you review the Trust in the future. 

By signing the Trust instrument (that is, the Trust Agreement), you created a new legal entity, or legal 

being. This is the Trust itself. Within it, you established a number of rights and responsibilities for persons 

named in the Trust. These persons serve four roles. 

The first is the role of “Grantor.” The Grantor of a trust is the creator of the trust. For your Trust, the two 

of you are the creators of the Trust, and therefore the Grantors of the Trust, and you will transfer assets 

into it. 

The second is the role of “Trustee.” The Trustee of a trust manages the trust, makes decisions regarding 

the use of trust assets, and makes distributions pursuant to the terms of the trust. You have appointed 

Joseph Smith to serve as Trustee of your Trust. 

The third is the role of “beneficiary.” A trust exists for the benefit of the beneficiaries. A trust has two 

types of beneficiaries: the income beneficiaries, who are the recipients of distributions of trust income, 

and the principal beneficiaries, who are the recipients of distributions of trust principal. While you are 

alive, the principal beneficiaries are your descendants, who may receive distributions for any purpose, at 

the Trustee’s discretion, if the Trustee is independent, and if not, may receive distributions for health, 

education, maintenance, and support, at the Trustee’s discretion. In addition, your Trust designates the 

two of you to receive discretionary distributions of income. 

CAUTION: If a principal beneficiary is a “Supplemental Needs Person,” we recommend that you 

consult with our office prior to making any outright distributions of principal to the beneficiary to 

determine how this might affect the beneficiary’s government benefits. 

After both of you have died, the income and principal beneficiaries of your Trust are your descendants, 

per stirpes, who will receive their shares in trust as specified in Article Five of your Trust. 

The fourth is the role of “Trust Protector.” A Trust Protector is responsible for protecting the purpose and 

intent of the trust. In your Trust, the Trust Protector will have the limited ability to make certain 

amendments to the Trust, remove a Trustee, and fill Trustee vacancies. The Trust Protector cannot, 

however, change the beneficiaries of the Trust. 

The responsibilities and the powers of the Trustees are described in Article Ten of the Trust Agreement. 

Not all trust instruments contain the same powers, so the Trustees must pay attention to the language in 

your Trust to be certain of the authority and options available. Some of the Trust provisions reflect 
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existing trust law, while others are included because they suit your situation and may supersede such 

existing laws for irrevocable trusts. 

Your Trust is a “Medicaid Asset Protection Trust,” meaning the assets transferred to it are protected from 

counting as resources for Medicaid qualification purposes. Your Trust is “irrevocable,” meaning that you, 

as Grantors, have given up the power to revoke the Trust and cannot thereby end its existence. 

II. NO AMENDMENT OF TRUST PERMITTED

You do not have the power to amend your Trust. This means that you cannot change any of its terms. You 

do, however, retain the right to change the Trustees. You have also retained a “limited power of 

appointment” to change the remainder beneficiaries of the Trust estate through your Wills, living trusts, 

or other written instrument. The power of appointment is “limited” in that you can appoint the assets to 

your descendants and charities, but not to yourselves, your estates, your creditors, or the creditors of your 

estates. Further, this power is a “testamentary” power, meaning that the instructions you leave will be 

effective upon your death. 

III. TRANSFERRING ASSETS INTO YOUR TRUST (“FUNDING YOUR TRUST”)

A. THE IMPORTANCE OF FUNDING THE TRUST

Your assets must be transferred into the Trust if it is to achieve its objectives. This is commonly 

known as “funding your Trust.” 

The Trustee only has control of the property if it is in the Trust. You have no control of your assets 

once they have been transferred into the Trust. The major reason for establishing the Trust (that is, 

removal of assets from your ownership) will only be achieved if the assets are transferred into the 

Trust. 

To the extent that you, as Grantors, do not transfer assets into your Trust, such assets will 

not be protected for Medicaid eligibility purposes. 

B. WHAT IS THE CORRECT AMOUNT OF ASSETS THAT WE SHOULD USE TO

INITIALLY FUND OUR TRUST AND WHAT IMPACT WILL THIS HAVE ON

OUR MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY?

You should transfer as much of your assets at one time that you wish to protect from being 

considered an available resource for Medicaid purposes to an account (or various accounts) opened 

in the name of your Trust. The determination of the amount of assets to be used to initially fund 

your Trust should be made in consultation with our office. No checks representing principal should 

be written to either of you from the Trust. If these instructions are not followed exactly, there will 

be a penalty period imposed, or the Trust assets will be deemed an available resource for Medicaid 

eligibility purposes, or both. If you want to make other gifts subsequent to the initial funding of 

your Trust, we strongly recommend that you contact our office for guidance. Furthermore, the 

transfers made into the Trust are subject to a 60-month lookback period for Medicaid eligibility 

purposes. Therefore, depending upon the amount of assets used to fund your Irrevocable Trust 
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and other factors relating to Medicaid eligibility as required by the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 

and New York law, either of you might not qualify for Medicaid benefits for a full 60 months after 

the month in which your Irrevocable Trust is funded. Please contact our office should it become 

necessary to file a Medicaid application. 

C. IN WHAT “NAME” WILL OUR TRUSTEE HOLD THESE ASSETS?

We recommend that title to the Trust assets be held by the Trustees in substantially the following 

format: 

Joseph Smith, Trustee of the Smith Family Irrevocable Trust dated March 1, 2020. 

Sometimes, banks or other financial institutions prefer a slightly different format for the titling of 

trust assets. This is not a problem. The important thing is to be sure that your Trust is not confused 

with any other trust and that the assets are clearly held in the name of your Trustees. 

We are providing you with a copy of the Trust, as this copy will need to be provided to the bank 

or other financial institution at the time the new trust account is created. 

D. TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

We have obtained the following taxpayer identification number for your Trust: 

[Applied for] 

This number will also be communicated to your Trustee. You should keep this number handy for 

future reference. The I.D. number should be used on all accounts retitled in the name of the Trust, 

and for any new accounts. 

E. IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING YOUR IRREVOCABLE TRUST

1. Limited Power of Appointment

In creating this Trust, you have reserved a Limited Power of Appointment (see Section 

3.02). This means that any appreciated assets placed into the Trust will receive a step-up 

in basis for 1/2 of the assets upon the first death, and a step-up in basis for the other 1/2 

upon the second death (however, any appreciation of the first spouse’s 1/2 after his or her 

date of death will not get a step-up in basis upon the second spouse’s death). It also means 

that 1/2 of the date-of-death value of these assets will be brought back into your estate for 

estate tax purposes. This should not present a problem since you do not have a taxable 

estate; therefore, no estate tax will be due, notwithstanding the inclusion of these assets in 

your estate. 

For example, assume that you jointly own an asset worth $120,000 with a $20,000 basis, 

and you transfer the asset into your Trust. If the asset does not appreciate further before the 

first death, the value of 1/2 of the asset ($60,000) will be included in the first decedent’s 
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estate and will get a step-up in basis. This 1/2 will have a $60,000 basis and the survivor’s 

1/2 remains at a $10,000 basis (1/2 of the original $20,000 basis). Now assume that the 

asset increases in value to $220,000 before the second death. One-half of the date-of-death 

value ($110,000) would be included in the second spouse’s estate and will get a step-up in 

basis. The result is an asset worth $220,000 and a $170,000 basis (the basis of first spouse’s 

1/2 was adjusted to $60,000 at his or her date of death, and the basis of the second spouse’s 

1/2 was adjusted to $110,000, for a total of $170,000). Therefore, if the property were sold 

shortly after the second spouse’s death, there would be a gain of $50,000 ($220,000 value 

less $170,000 basis). 

2. Distributions of Income and Principal to You

You are not beneficiaries of trust principal. However, you have elected to give your Trustee 

discretionary authority to distribute income to you. This means that Medicaid may budget 

trust income as part of your patient responsibility once you qualify for Medicaid benefits, 

whether or not any income is actually distributed. If only one of you qualifies for Medicaid 

benefits while both of you are alive, then one-half of the income would be budgeted by 

Medicaid as available for purposes of the applying spouse’s eligibility to receive Medicaid. 

The remaining one-half of trust income would be payable to the non- applying spouse. 

Under no circumstances may principal of the Trust be paid to or for the benefit of either of 

you (see Section 1.04). 

F. PLACING SPECIFIC ASSETS INTO YOUR TRUST

Even though you may not have all the types of assets that are addressed below, we feel that it is 

helpful to discuss them as you may obtain such assets in the future or simply wish to be well- 

informed. 

1. Real Property

Real property may generally be transferred into an Irrevocable Trust. 

You have advised us that you own the real property located at 1 Main Street, Rensselaer, 

New York, and that you wish to place it into your Trust. Accordingly, we will prepare a 

deed of transfer into the Trust. We will have the new deed recorded and will forward it to 

you when the recorded copy has been received. 

Please be advised that some County Clerk’s Office’s offices will scrutinize transfers of real 

property into Trusts. If you have advised us that you wish to fund your Trust with your 

residence, then we have included language in the Trust that clearly preserves your right to 

any and all continued property exemptions (such as STAR exemption). However, we 

cannot control the actions of the County Clerk’s Office’s offices. Please carefully review 

your next tax bill and any documentation regarding exemptions you receive to ensure that 

any previously granted exemptions are stated thereon. Please contact our office 

immediately for further legal representation and action if an exemption has been removed 

as a result of the transfer of the property into the Trust. 
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If your property is encumbered by a mortgage, we strongly recommend that you obtain the 

existing lender’s approval of the proposed transfer before the transfer is made. In addition, 

some lenders might not agree to a new loan (or refinance an existing loan) on property in 

an irrevocable trust. Accordingly, if you’re contemplating a new loan or a refinance for the 

property, you should NOT transfer it into the Trust without first checking with your lender 

to determine if the Trustee will be able to borrow against the property held inside the Trust. 

With respect to any real property located outside of New York, you need to hire an attorney 

licensed to practice law in the jurisdiction where the property is located to prepare a deed 

to transfer such property to your Trust. We can locate an attorney in another jurisdiction 

for you if you do not already know one. 

In addition, upon transfer of ownership of real property to your Trust, the property 

insurance company should be requested to retitle the property insurance in the name of the 

Trust to avoid any issues should a claim arise (for example, the proceeds of a claim would 

likely be paid to you directly, rather than your Trust, and if you are a Medicaid recipient at 

the time, this can have negative consequences). 

If any rental property is conveyed to your Trust, all future rental payments should be made 

to the Trustee of the Trust. You will need to notify your existing tenants of the change. 

Moreover, your lease should be reviewed to make sure that an assignment of the lease to 

your Trust is not prohibited. Please let us know if it is necessary for us to review your lease 

in this regard. 

2. Savings Accounts and Certificates of Deposit

These accounts should be held by the Trustee of your Trust in the format set forth in 

paragraph III.C, above. Banks and similar institutions commonly see Trusts and are used 

to helping their depositors with necessary changes. A copy of the Trust Agreement is 

usually required and you may suggest that the bank make a copy if they require it for their 

records. We recommend that you keep a copy of any card or document that you sign to 

effect the change. If a particular savings account cannot be transferred before a set date 

without losing interest, you may decide to wait, although this could extend the Medicaid 

penalty period. 

Please note that some banks view the retitling of a Certificate of Deposit (CD) as a change 

in ownership, requiring a new CD to be issued. This could result in the forfeiture of some 

of the interest that the CD would have earned. The amount of forfeiture will depend on the 

financial institution, but a forfeiture of 3 months of interest, or more, is not unheard of. As 

noted above, it is imperative that we transfer all CDs into your Trust immediately, even if 

some interest is forfeited as a result. 

http://www.pierrolaw.com/
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3. Checking Accounts

While such accounts can, and in some cases should, be put into the name of your Trust, 

you may want to leave one account in your individual names, especially if income is 

deposited directly into the checking account. Bank records must indicate which checking 

accounts are held in the name of the Trust and which accounts are held in your individual 

names. 

4. Life Insurance Policies

You must write to your insurance agent or to the company itself to obtain the insurance 

company’s “Change of Beneficiary” and “Change of Ownership” forms. In most cases, the 

owner and the beneficiary should be your Trust. Because these changes are not effective 

until they are received and acknowledged by insurance companies, we advise you to take 

care of this as soon as possible. Be sure you receive written assurance from the insurance 

company that the desired changes have been effected in company records and by 

endorsement on the policy. You may have personal reasons for naming a particular 

individual as beneficiary, in which case upon your death the proceeds of the policy will 

neither go into your Trust nor be distributed under its terms, but will pass according to your 

beneficiary designation by operation of law. 

5. Stock/Securities

The transfer of stock to the Trust must be accomplished by changing title on the stock 

certificates themselves. In some cases, your broker can help you make this change without 

charge. In other cases, a small charge per certificate may be required. If, however, you hold 

shares through a brokerage account, you only need to change the title on the brokerage 

account, rather than on each share certificate. 

Your stockbroker may request a copy of the signed Trust Agreement for examination by 

his or her firm’s legal department. We generally do not provide a copy of the entire 

agreement. A copy of the signature page and the Trustee powers will demonstrate that the 

Trust is properly executed and the Trustees have the necessary power to borrow money, 

buy and sell stocks, bonds, and options and conduct other Trust business. 

If you hold shares in a closely held corporation, you should have the corporation’s secretary 

issue new certificates in the name of the Trust. The existing (old) certificates should then 

be canceled. Before this is done, however, it should be determined whether there is a stock 

restriction agreement, whether an assignment might cause some sort of forfeiture, and 

whether the board must approve the transfer. It would be wise to consult with corporate 

counsel in this regard. 

6. Partnerships

Partnership interests can be complicated. A limited partnership agreement or a general 

partnership agreement may indicate what is needed to transfer the interest. If you have 
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them, review the agreements to determine (a) whether or not you can transfer your interest 

into the Trust and, if so, (b) how you are to achieve this result. You may want us to help 

you with this. If you do, we will need a copy of any partnership agreements to which you 

are a party. We can then advise you. 

7. Promissory Notes

You may assign each promissory note you own to the Trust. We suggest that you do so by 

typing on the back of each note the following endorsement: 

Pay to the order of Joseph Smith, Trustee of the Smith Family Irrevocable Trust dated 

March 1, 2021

Dated: Name: 

Signature of Named Payee 

You can also assign the mortgages securing payment of the notes to the Trust. You need 

not record the Assignment, but it should be prepared in the same manner as deeds to real 

property and should be retained in a safe place. If you or a Successor Trustee need to 

commence any action to obtain title to the property given as the security for payment of 

the note, the Assignment can be recorded. 

8. Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs)

Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) must be held in the name of the individual who 

created the accounts. Thus, IRAs cannot be transferred into your Trust. At the present time, 

the law is unclear as to how IRAs should be treated in a Medicaid trust situation and, 

therefore, we would recommend further consultation if you are considering attempting to 

protect an IRA. 

9. Automobiles

At this time, we do not recommend that you transfer your automobile to the Trust, as there 

is an exception under current Medicaid law for ownership of one automobile. 

If, however, you have a number of automobiles, or automobiles of particularly high value, 

these probably should be transferred to the Trust. Please let us know if this is the case so 

that we can assist you further in funding the Trust with these assets. 

10. Other Personal Property

Please let us know if you have any other property which we may not have considered such 

as airplanes, yachts, horses, art work, copyrights, patents, royalty contracts, a family 

business, stock options, mobile homes, or partnership interests. We will need to give you 

specific advice based on the particular asset. 

http://www.pierrolaw.com/
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Personal property items (jewelry, furs, furniture, and art objects, etc.) that are very valuable 

such that they may be considered “resources” for Medicaid purposes, should be transferred 

by a general assignment with particular descriptions of valued items and a provision to 

cover after-acquired items. 

IV. ADMINISTRATION OF THE TRUST

The Trustee can do anything that the Trust Agreement specifically allows (see the Trustee Powers article 

in your Trust instrument), and which is allowed under New York Law. 

A. INCOME TAX RETURNS

Please be advised that this Trust is a “grantor trust” under the Internal Revenue Code. Please note 

that any income generated by the Trust assets will need to be reported on your tax return, regardless 

of whether you, as Grantors chose to receive such income or if such income is being accumulated 

in the Trust and not paid out to either of you. The Trustee will file a tax return using IRS Form 

1041, showing the income and deductions of the Trust on an attachment that you will use to prepare 

your tax return. You will file your return with the same information as before. 

Your Taxpayer Identification Number should be communicated to your accountant or tax return 

preparer as it will be used on the tax information return to be signed by the Trustee. 

B. RECORD KEEPING

We do not believe that any extraordinary record keeping is necessary beyond that which you would 

ordinarily maintain. It is important, however, that your Trustee keeps records of property held in 

the Trust separate from property that is not held in the Trust. Once changes that are recommended 

in this letter are made, your Trustee will receive monthly and other account statements in the name 

of the Trust. Information you receive from your stockbroker or other source of financial 

information should also be adequate. 

1. Preparation of Schedule A

We have prepared a Schedule A listing the initial assets transferred to the Trust. Your Trust 

must be funded in order to be valid. When additional assets are transferred to the Trust, 

Schedule A may be revised. 

2. Future Changes in Trust Assets

If the Trust subsequently disposes of a listed asset, it may be removed from the Schedule 

A by keeping a separate schedule and indicating its disposition and the date in the margin. 

Schedule A, as originally prepared, need not be changed as it only indicates assets as of a 

particular day. As assets are removed, your Trustee should simply keep a record of the 

change. Likewise, if a new asset is acquired by the Trust by contribution by you, as 

Grantors, or by reinvestment of the Trust assets, it may be added to a new schedule. 
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We recommend that you review the schedule of assets for the Trust each year when income 

tax returns are prepared. Delete what has been sold, add what has been acquired and 

confirm that it is held in the name of the Trust. 

V. YOUR LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT

Assets owned by your Irrevocable Trust will not be subject to disposition by your Last Will and Testament. 

Your Last Will and Testament has been written to provide for the disposition of any assets that have not 

been registered in the name of your Irrevocable Trust. For example, tangible personal property or other 

assets might not have been transferred to the Trust. Your Last Will and Testament’s only effect is to 

transfer these assets to the proper beneficiary. If all of your assets are effectively owned by your 

Irrevocable Trust, probate administration of your Will should not be required. Any property held in joint 

tenancy with right of survivorship will not be considered an asset of your Irrevocable Trust, but will pass 

by operation of law to the joint tenant, again eliminating the need for probate. 

You retained a Limited Power of Appointment over your Irrevocable Trust assets. If you exercise that 

power of appointment through provisions in your Will, then a probate might be needed. 

We hope that this letter answers most, if not all, of your questions regarding the funding of your 

Irrevocable Trust. Once you have had an opportunity to review the letter, please contact us if you need 

assistance in funding the Trust. 

Very truly yours, 

PIERRO, CONNOR & STRAUSS, LLC 

Louis W. Pierro 

LWP/vw
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Form 3 

Certification of Trust 
Smith Family Irrevocable Trust 

This Certification of Trust is made pursuant to New York Estates, Powers & Trusts Law. 

We, the undersigned Trustees, declare as follows: 

1. The name of the trust is: Smith Family Irrevocable Trust.

2. The trust currently exists.

3. The trust was executed on January 14, 2021.

4. The Grantors of the trust are John Smith and Jane Smith.

5. The trust is irrevocable.

6. The trust is amendable by the Trust Protector.

7. The trust has not been revoked, modified, or amended in any manner that would cause the 
representations contained in this Certification of Trust to be incorrect.

8. The currently acting Trustee of the trust is:

Joseph Smith 

9. The tax identification number of the trust is    -

10. Assets held in the trust may be titled in any manner that identifies the Trustees and the

name and date of the trust, for example:

Joseph Smith, Trustee of the Smith Family Irrevocable Trust dated March 1, 2020 

11. The powers of the Trustees include the power to acquire, sell, assign, convey, pledge,

encumber, lease, borrow, manage, and deal with real and personal property interests of all

kinds, including accounts at financial institutions.

12. Excerpts from the trust agreement that establish the trust, designate the Trustees, and set

forth the powers of the Trustees will be provided upon request.

13. The trust agreement provides that a third party may rely on this Certification of Trust in lieu

of a copy of the trust agreement. It further exonerates third parties from any liability for acts

or omissions in reliance on this Certification of Trust, and for the application that the Trustees

make of funds or other property delivered to the Trustees.

The statements made above are accurate and the trust has not been revoked or amended in any way 

that would cause the representations in this Certification of Trust to be incorrect. All currently 

acting Trustees of the trust are identified above and are signatories to this Certification of Trust. 
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Dated: , 2021 

Joseph Smith, Trustee 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 

COUNTY OF ALBANY ) 

On the  day of  , in the year 2020, before me, the undersigned, personally 

appeared Joseph Smith, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 

evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged 

to me that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his signature on the instrument, the 

individual, or the person on behalf of which the individual acted, executed the instrument. 

Notary Public 

f:\law\ltc\smith-eldercounsel webinar example docs\cert trust.doc 
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Form 4 

Assets to be transferred to your Revocable Living Trust(s) 

Financial Accounts: 

Bank / Branch Acct #  

(last 4 digits): 

Type of 

Acct. 

Value Current 

name/owner 

Complete 

( x ) (sent  

proof to 

PCS) 

Securities: 

Company/Insurer Type 

(common/pref) 

Change 

Beneficiary 

Form 

Complete 

(x)  

Sent proof to 

PCS 

Trust Funding Worksheet 



Real Estate: 

Description/Location Title Held Value Complete (x) 

Life Insurance: 

Description 

Company/Contract 

Type 

Policy No. 
(last four 

digits) 

Current Owner Change of 

Beneficiary 

Value 

** If you would like to grant us permission to speak with your Financial Advisor, please 

indicate your Financial Advisor’s contact information below (also please inform your Financial 

Advisor of this permission) and initial in the box below: 

Name: ____________________________ 

Company: _________________________ 

Phone: ____________________________ 

E-mail:____________________________

I grant Pierro, Connor & Strauss, LLC permission to acquire information and speak with 

________________________________, my Financial Advisor, in regards to the funding of my 

Revocable Living Trust(s). 
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Form 5 

Assignment of Personal Property 

For value received, each of us, John Smith of Albany, New York, and Jane Smith of Albany, New 

York, hereby assigns, transfers, and conveys all of our right, title, and interest in all of our tangible 

personal property to: 

Joseph Smith, Trustee of the Smith Family Irrevocable Trust dated January 
14, 2021, and any amendments thereto. 

Our tangible personal property includes, without limitation, all of our jewelry, clothing, household 

furniture, furnishings and fixtures, chinaware, silver, photographs, works of art, books, boats, 

automobiles, sporting goods, electronic equipment, musical instruments, artifacts relating to our 

hobbies, and all other tangible articles of personal property that we now own or hereafter acquire, 

regardless of how they are acquired or the record title in which they are held. 

Dated: January14, 2021 

John Smith, Assignor 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 

COUNTY OF ALBANY ) 

On the 14th day of January, in the year 2021, before me, the undersigned, personally 

appeared John Smith, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 

evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and 

acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his signature 

on the instrument, the individual, or the person on behalf of which the individual acted, 

executed the instrument. 

Notary Public 



Jane Smith, Assignor 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 

COUNTY OF ALBANY ) 

On the 14th day of January, in the year 2021, before me, the undersigned, personally 

appeared Jane Smith, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 

evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and 

acknowledged to me that she executed the same in her capacity, and that by her signature 

on the instrument, the individual, or the person on behalf of which the individual acted, 

executed the instrument. 

Notary Public 
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Dated:  

John Smith 

Dated:  

Jane Smith 

Page 

Form 6 

Personal Property Memorandum 
of John Smith and Jane Smith 

On January 14, 2021, we, John Smith and Jane Smith, signed estate planning documents wherein 

our estate representative is to distribute tangible personal property that we have listed in a 

separate written memorandum to the people specified in the memorandum. This memorandum is 

for that purpose. 

If one of our names appears in the “Upon Death of” column for any item of tangible personal 

property, then our estate representative will distribute that item upon the death of that one of us. If 

the column is blank, or “Both” is written in the column, then our estate representative will 

distribute that item only after both of us have died. 

If the designated recipient of an item of personal property is not living, then the item will be 

disposed of as though it had not been listed in this memorandum. 

Personal Property Distributions 
for John Smith and Jane Smith 

Description of Tangible 
Personal Property 

Person to Receive Property 
(Address and Relationship) 

Upon Death of 



Jane Smith 

Page 

Personal Property Distributions 
for John Smith and Jane Smith 

Description of Tangible 
Personal Property 

Person to Receive Property 
(Address and Relationship) 

Upon Death of 

Dated:  

John Smith 

Dated:  



Dated:  

John Smith 

Dated:  

Jane Smith 

Page 

Personal Property Distributions 
for John Smith and Jane Smith 

Description of Tangible 
Personal Property 

Person to Receive Property 
(Address and Relationship) 

Upon Death of 


